
Western Art

Class
SUNSHINE'S WESTERN ART CLASS INTRODUCES STUDENTS TO

A FASCINATING WORLD OF COLOR, PATTERN, AND DESIGN.

YOUR CHILD WILL BE TAUGHT FUNDAMENTAL DRAWING SKILLS

AND ART TECHNIQUES. AS YOUR CHILD'S CREATIVITY EXPANDS,

SO WILL THEIR IMAGINATION AND CONFIDENCE!



 

Soccer Class

It's fun!
Keeps your child fit and active
Helps build stamina, agility, and team work
Teaches cooperation and discipline
Expands social skills, self-confidence, and
leadership
Encourages healthy competition

Why play soccer?
 



Create wonderful works of art using air dry clay!
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Clay Art Class can help expand your child's
motivation for thinking and creativity, develop

their sensory and motor skills, builds self-esteem
and self-expression, problem solving, and

provides a calming effect through hands-on
creations! 

Brought to you from Clay Magic House!

Clay Art
Class



Art and Design

Promotes creativity
Develop problem solving skills
Build motor skills
Explore all art techniques in new creative ways

Explore different techniques in painting,
sculpture, photography, paper crafting, and
using various materials to create new art. 
The goal is to learn how the mediums can

interact with each other. 

LET'S GET CREATIVE!

What is Art and Design?



Techniques and principles of Kung Fu 
Achieve physical stamina and agility
Natural, fluid body-mechanics
Variety of stances, kicking and stiking
techniques
Coordination of stepping, blocking, striking
and kicking

Enhances self discipline
Increased confidence
Improves focus, concentration, patience, and
respect
Increases flexibility, strength, and balance

Students will learn and practice the basics
of Kung Fu, which will teach the students: 

 Benefits of Kung Fu:

KUNG FU CLASS



Creative Cartoon Class

The importance of lines and shapes in drawing
How to design your own cool characters
Create a full cartoon scene using a given topic
Make your characters pop using color

Students will use simple techniques to
draw cartoon from scratch! 

What will they learn? 



Sunshine School has teamed up with the Castle Chess
Program to host fun and exciting chess classes for all ages. 

 
The program is for beginners and intermediate chess players
alike! Castle Chess is made up of long time passionate chess

teachers with years of experience. 
 

Learn the essentials of chess tactics, strategic planning, and
friendly competition through easily digestible modules/lesson

plans.

CHESS CLASS



The Math Trek program at Sunshine preparesThe Math Trek program at Sunshine preparesThe Math Trek program at Sunshine prepares
students for a variety of math competitions.students for a variety of math competitions.students for a variety of math competitions.      

This program is This program is This program is an exciting learning class which willan exciting learning class which willan exciting learning class which will
give students the tools needed to excel, regardless ofgive students the tools needed to excel, regardless ofgive students the tools needed to excel, regardless of

math ability.math ability.math ability.   
   

The class is focused heavily on arithmetic usingThe class is focused heavily on arithmetic usingThe class is focused heavily on arithmetic using
elements of Singapore Math. Students will be taughtelements of Singapore Math. Students will be taughtelements of Singapore Math. Students will be taught

different methods to solve complex problems anddifferent methods to solve complex problems anddifferent methods to solve complex problems and
compete in math competitions with confidence.compete in math competitions with confidence.compete in math competitions with confidence.   

   


